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1- Introduction
Satellite-derived atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) are winds extracted from satellite imagery by tracking
tracers such as clouds or water vapour features through a sequence of images. They are an important
source of tropospheric wind information and are routinely assimilated into numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models. This document presents a synthesis of results from a collaborative study aimed at better
understanding their impact within global NWP assimilation systems, led by Météo France and the UK Met
Office.
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At the 10 International Winds Workshop (IWW10) it was agreed to expand on an earlier preliminary study
from 2008/09 by selecting two longer trial seasons and coordinating a more consistent approach to
producing verification results. This resulted in a recommendation from IWW10 and a subsequent action from
CGMS-39:
IWW10.1: NWP centres to coordinate a joint AMV and scatterometer denial study (possibly two 6
week periods), also looking at adjoint sensitivity statistics where available. Aim to summarise in a
report to the WMO GOS impact workshop and IWW11, both due to be held in the first half of 2012.
CGMS-A39.30: The co-chairs of IWWG and the rapporteur are requested to discuss the results from
NWP impact studies at IWW11, and to synthesize general observations on performance. Due date:
IWW11 in Feb 2012 and report to CGMS-40.
Two 6-week periods were selected: one during the 2010 North Atlantic hurricane season (referred to
hereafter as Period 1) and one during the 2010/11 northern hemisphere winter season (Period 2).
• Period 1: 1200 UTC 15 August 2010 – 1200 UTC 30 September 2010. This captures all the major
Atlantic hurricanes in 2010 (category 3 or above).
• Period 2: 1200 UTC 01 December 2010 – 1200 UTC 15 January 2011.
For both time periods a set of classical data denial experiments were performed where the satellite wind data
was selectively denied to the assimilation system and these could then be compared to a reference suite
which closely matched the operational forecast system. Although the observed signal from data denial
experiments is often small it at least reflects the actual impact the winds are having in each operational
system. The main priority for the purpose of this study was to run AMV denial experiments but other optional
experiments were also proposed: a scatterometer winds denial in Period 1 and a polar winds denial in Period
2. Results from these options will be followed up separately; here we focus on the impact of the AMVs.
Table 1 shows the NWP centres that participated in the study and includes any variations from the
recommended trial periods.
Note that in this document the following abbreviations are used:
DWD: Deutscher Wetterdienst
ECMWF: European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
JMA: Japan Meteorological Agency
KMA: Korea Meteorological Administration
MF: Météo France
NRL: Naval Research Laboratory
UKMO: UK Met Office
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NH-Summer
NH-Winter
(15/08/2010 to 30/09/2010)
(01/12/2010 to 15/01/2011)
Experiment
NoAMV
NoSCAT
NoAMV
NoPolar
DWD
yes
yes
yes
yes
ECMWF
yes
yes
yes
yes
MF
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
JMA
05/08 to 09/10* 05/08 to 09/10* 20/11 to 25/01* 20/11 to 25/01*
yes
no
yes
no
KMA
01/08 to 15/09
07/12 to 15/01
yes
yes
yes
no
UKMO
(22/08 to 30/09) (22/08 to 30/09)
NRL
yes
no
yes
yes
Table 1: Contributions across the different global NWP centres. NoAMV, NoSCAT and NoPolar denote the AMV (geo and
polar), scatterometer and polar winds denial experiments respectively. * Data assimilation between these dates but
verification performed over the requested periods.
Period

Table 2 gives an overview of the general characteristics of the different forecast and assimilation systems
used in the experiments. It is worth noting that due to resource constraints it is often necessary to run the
experiments at a lower resolution than the actual operational forecast system.
Forecast model resolution
Assimilation characteristics
Number
Horizontal grid
Horizontal grid
Model top Algorithm
Window
of levels
resolution
DWD
30 km
60
5 hPa
3D-Var
3 hours
ECMWF
25 km*
91
0.01 hPa
12 hours
80 km
JMA
60 km*
60
0.1 hPa
120 km*
KMA
25 km
70
0.01 hPa
80 km
4D-Var
10 km (W. Europe) to
6 hours
MF
70
0.05 hPa
60 km
60 km (SW Pacific)
UKMO
40 km*
70
0.01 hPa
60 km
NRL
42 km
42
0.01 hPa
110 km
Table 2: NWP models resolution and assimilation characteristics. * Indicates where centres are known to have run at a lower
resolution than operations.
NWP
centre

Table 3 shows the AMV satellite/channel combinations assimilated in the reference experiments at each
NWP centre. Information on the AMV quality control, thinning and assumed observation errors for several of
the centres can be found on the NWP SAF website at http://research.metoffice.gov.uk/research/
interproj/nwpsaf/satwind_report/. At most centres the AMV errors are assumed to vary by pressure level but
at UKMO the errors are calculated individually for each wind using estimates of the error in vector, error in
height and variation in the background wind column (Forsythe and Saunders, 2008).
Table 4 shows the other satellite observation types assimilated in the experiments at each centre.
DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

UKMO

Geostationary satellites
Meteosat-7

+CSWV
not
HRVIS

Meteosat-9

not HRVIS
& WV6.2

not WV6.2 +CSWV

MTSAT-1R/2

+CSWV

GOES-11 (W)

not IR3.9

GOES-13 (E)

not IR3.9

Polar satellites
MetOp-2 (A)

CIMSS

CIMSS

NOAA-15/16/18/19

CIMSS

CIMSS

MODIS (Terra & Aqua)

NRL

CIMSS NESDIS

NESDIS

CIMSS

Mixed LeoGeo

not VIS,
IR3.9
not VIS,
IR3.9

+CSWV
+CSWV
CIMSS

NESDIS+CIMSS(DB),
Period 2
NESDIS

CIMSS

CIMSS

NESDIS

CIMSS
From
Nov10

Mixed MODIS
Table 3: Atmospheric Motion Vector use by NWP centre (green - winds used, white – not used). Dependent on availability and
unless otherwise specified, winds include IR, VIS and cloudy WV. MODIS winds additionally include clear-sky WV. NRL
geostationary use includes additional data sets produced by CIMSS (though not much available during trial periods).
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

Meteosat.
GOES &
MSTAT1
5
3
3
allsky
allsky
allsky

Meteosat,
GOES &
MTSAT
6
5

KMA

MF

UKMO

Meteosat-9

Meteosat9

NRL

Radiances
Clear-sky radiances

AMSU-A
5
5
6
AMSU-B/MHS
2
32
HIRS
2
3
SSMIS
Period 2
AMSR-E
TMI
AIRS
IASI
Scatterometer winds
AMI/ERS2
ASCAT/MetOp-2(A)
WindSat
Radio-occultation
Cosmic
GRACE-A
MetOp-2(A)
Period 2
Terra-SAR-X
Table 4: Other satellite data used, by NWP centre (green - data used, white – not used). Numbers in
of instruments used. 1 Period 2 only. 2 Plus over ice from the second period.

4
2
3

6
4

cells indicate the number

2- Analysis of the results, based on the requested figures
For verification of the experiment results a standard set of plots were agreed upon and these are analysed
in-turn below.
2.1 Vector difference map (denial-reference) and mean wind speed difference of analysis field at Z200
(or Z250)
Here we study the impact of the amv-denial experiments on the mean wind analysis in the upper
troposphere (either at 200 hPa or 250 hPa). Figure 1 shows the mean 250 hPa wind analysis for each period
from the operational ECMWF model. The most striking features are the strong winds in the jet regions. In
period 2 during NH winter there is a very strong confluent jet stream in the Asia-Pacific region as the polar
and sub-tropical jets converge over Japan.

Figure 1: Mean wind analysis at 250 hPa for the operational ECMWF model with AMVs used in assimilation: period 1 (left) and
period 2 (right). Arrows represent the mean wind vector whilst the shading represents the mean wind speed in m/s.

In the Figures below, positive wind speed differences are shown in yellow/red colours and represent where
the wind speed in the reference experiment (with the AMVs) is slower than in the denial experiment.
Conversely, green/blue colours represent where the analysis is faster as a result of assimilating AMVs.
Across all centres and for both time periods the most significant impacts are observed in the tropical belt
(typically between 30° south and 30° north) with speed differences of up to 2 m/s. The differences are most
prominent in two regions:
1. The eastern half of the Equatorial Pacific Ocean (coverage from both GOES-E and GOES-W)
2. The Indian Ocean, mainly between Eastern Africa and the South of India (coverage from Meteosat7 and Meteosat-9)
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There are differences between the two trial periods reflecting the different synoptic flow patterns. Perhaps
more interestingly however, the impact is not consistent between centres.
We first consider the area covering the eastern half of the Equatorial Pacific Ocean. For period 1, Figure 1
shows a predominantly easterly mean flow at this time. The inclusion of the AMVs tends to enhance the
strength of the easterly flow at DWD, JMA and NRL but reduce it at ECMWF and MF (Figure 2). For KMA
and UKMO the difference field is smoother but with the tendency for the AMVs to slightly enhance the
easterly flow to the north of the equator (also true for NRL). For period 2, Figure 1 shows a predominantly
westerly mean flow to the north of the equator and an anti-cyclonic easterly flow curving round to the south
to the south of the equator. The pattern of impact from assimilating the AMVs is more similar for this period,
but differs markedly in magnitude. There is a general tendency of the AMVs to slow down the anti-cyclonic
flow to the south of the equator and enhance the westerly flow immediately to the north, near the equator
(dipole in difference field). This pattern is most prominent for NRL, DWD and KMA (Figure 3) with the
strengthening of the equatorial westerly flow particularly marked for NRL. Beyond the dipole, the westerly
flow north of the equator is generally reduced in strength at ECMWF, JMA, NRL and MF. The impact at
UKMO is smaller.

Figure 2: Vector and wind speed analysis difference (noAmv-reference) for period 1 at 200 hPa. JMA result (left) and ECMWF
result (right).

Figure 3: Vector and wind speed analysis differences (noAMV-reference) for period 2. NRL result (left) at 250 hPa and DWD
result (right) at 200 hPa.

For the second area, the Indian Ocean between the Horn of Africa and India, the analysis of an easterly flow
is generally faster when the AMVs are assimilated; most prominently at JMA. The exception is ECMWF,
where assimilating the AMVs has reduced the strength of the easterly flow (see Figure 2). An enhanced flow
is also observed over Africa, either during both periods (DWD, KMA, MF, UKMO) or for one period only
(period 1 for ECMWF, period 2 for JMA and NRL).
The different impact on the mean tropical wind analysis at some centres for period 1 has been investigated
in more detail by comparing mean wind analyses from JMA and ECMWF directly. This shows that the
differences in the tropical regions between the two centres are overall significantly smaller in the experiments
with AMVs than in the denial experiments (Figure 4). This finding suggests that the different signs of the
changes in the mean wind analyses as shown in Figure 2 for the two centres are due to opposite differences
between the mean wind analyses of the denial experiments and the mean wind regime as estimated by the
AMVs. The AMVs simply act to bring the two systems in better agreement. It is considered a positive aspect
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that the mean wind analyses with AMVs are in-between the analyses without AMVs from different centres, as
it is consistent with the hypothesis that biases in AMVs in these areas are relatively small. The differences in
the AMV denials are likely due to differences in the climatology of the forecast models of the centres. These
are expected to be largest in these equatorial regions for which thermal wind balance does not apply and
which are convectively very active, with fairly homogeneous external forcing (e.g., little horizontal variation in
sea surface temperatures). Modelling and assimilation aspects in these regions are currently being studied
further in the context of the DYNAMO project (http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/dynamo/), aided by additional
observations from a field campaign over the equatorial Indian Ocean.

Figure 4: Vector and wind speed analysis differences between the analyses from JMA and ECMWF for period 1 at 200 hPa.
AMV denial result (left), and control result with AMV assimilation (right).

Some centres (DWD, KMA, UKMO and NRL) also show a moderate impact from assimilating the AMVs in
the Southern Atlantic, near the southern limit of the Meteosat-9 derivation area (Figure 5). This is a region of
strong westerly flow in the jets (Figure 1); fastest during period 1 (southern hemisphere winter). Assimilating
AMVs tends to weaken the jets, most notably during period 1 for DWD and UKMO, but also during period 2
for NRL (Figure 3).

Figure 5: Vector and wind speed analysis differences (noAMV-reference). Met Office result for period 1 at 250 hPa.

Impacts over Antarctica are also observed for NRL, DWD and KMA, with the biggest differences during
period 1 (southern hemisphere winter).
Assimilation of AMVs in some models leads to enhanced flow over the Western Pacific in the region covered
by MTSAT (KMA, UKMO and NRL). For UKMO in period 1, this is the most widespread impact on the 250
hPa wind analysis (Figure 5).
In summary, the most significant impact from the AMVs on the winds in the upper troposphere is seen in the
tropical belt. The strongest impacts are found over the regions of the Eastern Pacific Ocean and the Indian
Ocean, with UKMO showing the smallest differences in these areas, possibly due to the lower number of
winds assimilated. The sign of the impact is not always consistent between centres, particularly during period
1. Comparisons between ECMWF and JMA show this is most likely due to differences in the climatology of
the forecast models and that the assimilation of AMVs helps bring the systems back to closer agreement.
Outside the tropics, DWD, NRL and KMA show analysis differences over the widest areas including the
Southern Atlantic and Antarctica. There is evidence from some centres that the AMVs are weakening the jet
in the South Atlantic.
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2.2 Fit of first guess (o-b) and analysis (o-a) to radiosonde winds (u/v components or wind speed)
The fit to radiosonde wind observations generally shows a standard deviation departure from the background
of around 2.5 m/s near the surface, increasing to around 3-4 m/s near 100 hPa. In the tropics there is a
relative maximum of about 4-5 m/s located between 100 hPa and 200 hPa, but this is slightly lower and
weaker in the extra-tropic hemispheres (Figure 6 and Figure 8). The bias is rarely above 0.5 m/s and is
generally within +/-0.2 m/s.
The impact of the AMVs on the fit of the model background and analysis to the wind profiles measured by
radiosondes is fairly small in the northern hemisphere. The standard deviation plots for the NH show very
little difference, with the exception of KMA where the wind components between 100 and 300 hPa show
better agreement between model and radiosondes when AMVs are used (Figure 6). For all models some
relatively weak differences of less than 0.1 m/s can be seen for the bias but with differing impacts according
to the model, period, wind component and level.

Figure 6: Fit of the KMA model background (solid line) and analysis (dashed line) to northern hemisphere radiosondes: Ucomponent (left) and V-component (right) for period 1. Red is the reference with AMV and black is the denial test. Standard
deviation fit in m/s.

Over the southern hemisphere the impacts are stronger, mainly for KMA and DWD, but to a lesser extent for
JMA, MF, NRL and ECMWF. AMVs have a positive impact in the DWD system (on wind speed RMS),
typically between 100 and 400 hPa. However, during period 1 the DWD first guess wind speed bias relative
to radiosondes is worse below 500 hPa and more mixed for period 2. For KMA, the AMV impact (U/V
standard deviation and bias) is almost uniformly positive with the exception of an increased (positive) Ucomponent bias between 150-300 hPa during the first period only. JMA also has a positive impact on the
standard deviation fit of each wind component, whereas the bias impact is rather negative, particularly for the
V-component. For MF, a positive impact from the use of AMVs is observed mainly around 250 hPa (standard
deviation and bias) but an increase in first guess U-component bias is observed at mid level between 400
and 700 hPa during period 2 (Figure 7). For ECMWF, differences are mainly seen for the V-component bias,
with various effects (negative below 700 hPa, rather positive above this) but remaining very small again. For
NRL, a small positive impact on the V-component standard deviation fit can be observed for both periods
around 200-500 hPa. A smaller V-component bias is also seen in period 2.

Figure 7: Fit of the MF model background (solid line) and analysis (dashed line) to southern hemisphere radiosonde winds: Ucomponent (left) and V-component (right) for period 2. Red is the reference with AMV, black is the denial test. Standard
deviation fit in m/s.
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It is in the tropical band that we see the biggest impact from AMVs across all NWP centres. In both seasons
there is a uniformly positive impact on the radiosonde standard deviation fit to model background winds,
mainly in the upper troposphere (100-400 hPa). Again DWD (Figure 8) and KMA have the strongest
differences, followed by NRL and JMA. For DWD, the background fit to radiosondes is improved when AMVs
are present, whilst the analysis RMS fit is increased. This is also true to a small extent for MF during period
2. Bias differences in the tropics are more noticeable for MF and ECMWF and in some cases with a negative
impact (both models, V-component, around 100 or 150 hPa).

Figure 8: Fit of DWD model background (solid line) and analysis (dashed line to radiosondes in the tropics: wind speed bias
(left) and root mean square difference (right) for period 1. Blue is the reference with AMV, red is the denial test. Bias and RMS
fit in m/s.

The UKMO statistics are only available globally and not by latitude band which makes comparison of the
results more difficult. Very small differences in RMS can be observed for both U and V-components near 200
hPa, with better scores when AMVs are used. Bias differences are also very low (less than 0.01 m/s).
In summary, the RMS fit of radiosonde winds to short range NWP forecasts is improved when AMVs are
added to the assimilation system. The largest impacts are observed in the tropics for winds in the upper
troposphere with DWD and KMA generally showing the biggest differences in background departures. The
impact on the analysis fit is generally much smaller, but for DWD we observe an increase in wind speed
RMS fit to radiosondes. In fact there is no contradiction between the improvement of background fit to
radiosondes and the increase of RMS[analysis - radiosondes] as this increase can be interpreted as a
reduction of the analysis error against the true state of the atmosphere we are trying to describe (see
geometric interpretation in Desroziers et al., 2005).
For all the NWP centres the impact in terms of wind component bias or speed bias is more mixed and there
doesn’t appear to be any areas with consistently worse/better fit due to the presence of AMVs.
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2.3 Map of difference (denial-reference) in T+48 RMS forecast error for 500 hPa Geopotential Height,
verifying each experiment against its own analysis.
The maps in this section generally use very similar colour scales across all NWP centres and are identical for
UKMO and MF (see Appendix C). Positive differences in RMS error are shown in blue/purple colours and
represent where the forecast RMS in the reference experiment (containing the AMVs) is smaller than in the
denial experiment i.e. positive impact.
In the first period, the most prominent signal is seen for MF over the Arctic where there is a strong reduction
in Z500 forecast RMS (Figure 9). The UKMO and JMA plots also show a reduction in the Eastern Arctic (i.e.
from 0-180°E) but not as strong as MF, with DWD and ECMWF weaker again. It is also noticeable that in the
NH high latitudes there are several localised positive impacts on RMS that are seen for multiple centres. For
UKMO, MF and JMA there is a strong positive signal around 120°W, 70°N near northern Canada, and for
NRL and KMA north of Scandinavia.

Figure 9: Difference (noAMV-reference) in T+48 RMS forecast error for 500 hPa Geopotential Height, verifying against own
analysis. Period 1: MF result (left) and DWD result (right).

In the tropics and NH mid-latitudes the strongest signals are found in the North Atlantic and West Pacific
Oceans. The well-structured features are most prominent in the plots from ECMWF, MF and DWD (just
North Atlantic), but can also be seen for NRL, JMA and UKMO. It would appear from the location of these
signals that they are associated with the passage of tropical cyclones. The dates covered by period 1 were
specifically chosen so as to capture all 5 major hurricanes (category 3 and above) in the North Atlantic and
the paths of the major storms (Table 5) compare well with the signals seen in the geopotential height maps.
Although a positive signal is dominant overall in these areas, there are still patches of negative impact, most
noticeably in the MF plot. NRL, DWD, ECMWF and to a lesser extent JMA and UKMO show positive impact
to the west and northwest of the Caribbean, an area where storms are likely to be undergoing intensification.
Storm
Danielle
Earl
Fiona
Gaston
Hermine
Igor
Julia
Karl
Lisa
Matthew
Nicole

Duration
21 Aug - 30 Aug
25 Aug - 4 Sept
30 Aug - 4 Sept
1 Sept - 4 Sept
5 Sept - 9 Sept
8 Sept - 21 Sept
12 Sept - 20 Sept
14 Sept - 18 Sept
20 Sept - 26 Sept
23 Sept - 26 Sept
28 Sept - 29 Sept

Category
4
4
TS
TS
TS
4
4
3
1
TS
TS

2010 Atlantic storm tracks

Table 5: Tropical cyclone data during experiment period 1. Storm categories from the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale (TS =
Tropical Storm). The track of the 5 major hurricanes is shown in orange.

All plots show very little difference in the SH tropics. Except for DWD, the impact on RMS in the SH midlatitudes tends to be a bit more mixed with most centres exhibiting areas of both positive and negative
impact. The most prominent areas of negative impact are seen in the NRL plots around the south and west
of Australia and south of Africa. In Antarctica, NRL, JMA and DWD show the most widespread reduction in
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RMS with the signal for UKMO, MF and KMA more restricted to the Western Antarctic (i.e. from 0-180°W).
ECMWF appears to show little impact on RMS in the Antarctic.
In period 2 the signal is generally weaker for all centres but with a couple of notable exceptions. Both NRL
and JMA show a much stronger positive signal in the SH extra-tropics and over the Arctic (see Figure 10).
This is in stark contrast to MF where the strong positive signal in the Arctic from period 1 has been lost
almost completely. There is also some consistency towards a positive impact over the South Indian Ocean,
most noticeably from KMA (Figure 10) but also from DWD, JMA and MF.

Figure 10: Difference (noAMV-reference) in T+48 RMS forecast error for 500 hPa Geopotential Height, verifying against own
analysis. Period 2: NRL result (left) and KMA result (right). Note the opposite colour scale used for KMA.

In summary, the largest differences in RMS error for 500 hPa geopotential height are generally seen in
period 1. The exceptions to this are NRL and JMA. Overall the impact would appear rather positive with the
most widespread reductions in RMS found in the extra-topics and in the polar-regions in particular. However,
there is quite a large variation in the magnitudes of these impacts across the different NWP centres. One
feature that can be identified from several centres in period 1 is the impact (largely positive) on Z500 along
the paths of tropical cyclones in the N. Atlantic.
2.4 Time series of mean speed error and RMS vector error for the 850 hPa and 200/250 hPa T+24 hr
wind forecasts verified against radiosondes for the reference and trial.
In this section we compare the time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and RMS vector error (RMSVE)
for the 850 hPa and 200 or 250 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts against radiosondes. The statistics have been
separated by northern hemisphere, tropics and southern hemisphere. The curves show significant day-today variability. However, it is interesting to see that some of the peaks and troughs in the time series can be
seen in the plots from several centres. Within this section we will focus on the general tendencies. Note that
some centres (e.g. JMA or MF) have provided the RMS speed error (RMSSE) and the mean vector error
(MVE), but unless specified otherwise the comments here focus on the requested plots.
Globally the MSE is negative for all NWP centres, across all latitudes and for both periods, meaning that the
wind forecasts are generally too weak according to the radiosondes. The MSE generally oscillates around
-0.5 m/s but in some cases the mean bias increases to around -1.2 m/s (ECMWF, DWD and JMA in the
tropics at 200 hPa, for both periods). The most neutral speed bias is found in the southern hemisphere at
200/250 hPa during period 1, and also at 850 hPa for both periods for DWD, KMA and MF (slightly less so
for UKMO).
The range of the RMSVE is between 5 and 6 m/s at 200/250 hPa, with values slightly higher in the Tropics.
-1
At 850 hPa, the RMSVE oscillates lower between 3.5 and 4 ms with the highest values in the Southern
Hemisphere.
The main impact of the AMVs on T+24 wind forecasts is observed at 200/250 hPa. Over the northern
hemisphere there is a reduction in RMSVE when AMVs are used for DWD and to a lesser extent NRL and
KMA, most noticeably during period 2. However, the speed bias score is actually worse in this case for DWD
(Figure 11). The other centres show more variable results, with some dates showing an improved fit and
others showing worse fit. Interestingly there are peaks of high RMSVE associated with poor forecasts which
are improved by the use of AMVs. For example, the UKMO forecast RMSVE on 14 December is reduced by
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nearly 1 m/s due to the presence of AMV data (see Figure 12). With AMVs assimilated, MF has a
systematically better RMSE for 24 days during the second period (19/12 to 14/01, Figure 13) but with little
impact on the negative speed bias.

Figure 11: DWD T+24 forecast error against northern hemisphere radiosonde winds at 200 hPa: minus MSE (left) and RMSVE
(right), for period 2. Reference run (red) and the AMV denial (blue). Note that the DWD plots show the radiosonde minus
forecast instead of the reverse. Errors in m/s.

Figure 12: UKMO T+24 forecast error against northern hemisphere radiosonde winds at 250 hPa: MSE (left) and RMSVE (right)
for period 2. Reference run (red) and the AMV denial (blue). Errors in m/s.

Figure 13: MF T+24 forecast error against northern hemisphere radiosonde winds at 250 hPa for period 2. On the left is MSE
(dashed) and RMSSE (solid), on the right is the norm of MVE (dashed) and RMSVE (solid). Reference run (red) and AMV denial
(blue). Errors in m/s.

Over the southern hemisphere the largest impacts are again seen for DWD and KMA, with a positive impact
from the AMVs on the RMSVE, mainly during period 2. A benefit from the AMVs is also seen during period 1
for MF and UKMO, with several consecutive days of better RMSVE plus an improved speed bias for MF. The
JMA RMSSE tends to be worse when AMVs are used, but the use of this data strongly improves a bad
forecast on 23 September and the bias is generally improved. For ECMWF, it is difficult to see a clear trend.
Consistent with section 2.2, the biggest impacts are seen in the tropics at 200/250 hPa. For almost all of
period 1 the negative bias in the KMA system is reduced with the use of AMVs, as well as a 5-day period of
bad RMSVE at the end of the time window (Figure 14). In the second period, the RMSVE is also less noisy
and better on average. DWD, MF, NRL and UKMO have a similar level of impact and all show better
statistics when AMVs are used. For ECMWF, the positive impact of the AMVs is mainly on the RMSVE whilst
the speed bias score is more mixed (Figure 15). The JMA bias and RMSSE appears degraded through use
of the AMVs during the first period (Figure 16) but the scores are more neutral in the second period.
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Figure 14: KMA T+24 forecast error against tropical radiosonde winds at 200 hPa: MSE (left) and RMSVE (right) for period 1.
Reference run (red) and the AMV denial (blue). Errors in m/s.

Figure 15: ECMWF T+24 forecast error against tropical radiosonde winds at 200 hPa: MSE (left) and RMSVE (right) for period 2.
Reference run (red) and the AMV denial (black). Also shown is the MODIS denial (in blue) but not commented on here. Errors
in m/s.

Figure 16: JMA T+24 forecast error against tropical radiosonde winds at 200 hPa: MSE (left), RMSSE (right) for period 1.
Reference run (red) and AMV denial (black). Errors in m/s.

At 850 hPa, the differences between the scores are generally very small, and the few better scores are offset
by some poorer scores. We can nevertheless note better RMSVE scores for DWD and NRL in the tropics
(Figure 17).

Figure 17: T+24 forecast RMSVE against tropical radiosondes at 850 hPa: DWD (left) and NRL (right) for period 1. Reference
run (red) and AMV denial (blue). Errors in m/s.

In summary, the use of AMVs generally improves the high level (200/250 hPa) T+24 wind forecast for many
centres. This is principally in terms of the RMSVE fit in the tropics. Some NWP centres such as DWD, NRL
and KMA also show improvements at 850 hPa, but the differences are generally smaller and the signal
noisier. The MSE scores are more mixed with respect to the denial tests, depending on the period, the level
and the NWP centre. There is also some evidence that short-term peaks in RMSVE from poor forecasts are
reduced by the assimilation of AMVs.
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2.5 Forecast Sensitivity to Observations (FSO)
In this section the relative impact of individual observations is evaluated using the adjoint-based Forecast
Sensitivity to Observations (FSO) method (Langland and Baker, 2004) developed within the framework of
the respective NWP systems (UKMO see Lorenc and Marriott, 2012, and ECMWF/MF see Cardinali, 2009).
These methods typically estimate the contribution of each observation towards reducing the 24-hour forecast
error and allow statistics to be aggregated not only by data type but also by satellite channel, geographic
location, level etc. A key difference between the FSO diagnostics and the classic data denial study is that the
impacts are measured simultaneously in the presence of all other observations. The FSO method also
quantifies the impact on a single forecast measure only.
The table below summarises how the adjoint diagnostics were set up at each of the participating centres.
Although the different choices of dry/moist energy norms makes the interpretation a little more tricky, it is
likely that for the winds themselves this will be less important than for some of the other observation types.
The differences in the actual observing systems used at each centre will also have an impact. The primary
aim was to compare results from period 1 (NH summer) using the full observing system (reference)
experiments.
Centre
ECMWF
UKMO
MF
NRL
JMA

Periods
1
1
2
1
1,2

Energy Norm
Dry
Moist
Dry
Moist
Dry

Vertical Range
Surface to model top
Surface to 150 hPa
Surface to model top
Surface to 150 hPa
Surface to 6 hPa

Forecast Error
24hr
24hr
24hr
24hr
15hr

Table 6: Summary of NWP centres providing FSO results: time period (1=NH summer, 2=NH winter), energy norm, the
atmosphere considered and the impact range measured.

Figure 18 shows an overview of the FSO results when we consider all observation types in the ECMWF,
UKMO and NRL NWP systems. Both ECMWF and UKMO show that in terms of total FSO, microwave
sounding radiances from AMSU-A have the largest impact on global forecast error reduction at around 25%
of the total. Overall the distribution of the impacts is broadly similar e.g. for the AMVs both ECMWF and
UKMO have a total FSO similar to that of Aircraft winds at around 7-8%. However there are some noticeable
differences such as UKMO having a larger contribution from IASI compared to AIRS, and also from SYNOPs
and scatterometer winds. ECMWF has a larger impact from GPSRO, HIRS and clear sky radiances. The
difference in GPSRO impact is likely due to the Met Office energy norm stopping at around 15 km whereas
GPSRO has a good impact up to 50 km in the ECMWF system. Figure 18 also shows the mean impact per
observation which largely reflects the differences in numbers assimilated for each type. For UKMO the AMVs
contribute the second largest impact per observation, but note that far fewer are used compared to ECMWF
and NRL.
The FSO results by observation type for NRL show some marked differences in comparison to any other
NWP centre (Figure 18). The most notable result is that the largest reduction in forecast error comes from
the assimilation of geostationary AMVs at approximately 23% of the total FSO. The impact of AMSU-A
radiances is much smaller by comparison at around 8-9% (below SSMIS) and lower impacts are also seen
for IASI and AIRS compared to ECMWF and UKMO. Is the large impact from AMVs at NRL due to a more
effective use of AMV data or is it that the assimilation of some other key observation types is less than
optimal? The way AMVs are assimilated at NRL is certainly different to other NWP centres e.g. use of a
superob scheme (see Pauley, 2003) and additional hourly CIMSS geostationary data sets (though not much
available during study period). However, an alternative explanation could be that the NAVDAS system is
able to extract wind information more effectively than temperature information, for example if the background
errors for winds are just about right, but suboptimal for other observations. Experiments are being conducted
at GMAO using the NRL superobs in the place of the AMVs normally assimilated in the GEOS-5 system to
see if the benefit is coming from the superob procedure alone. Initial results suggest that the additional data
volume/density is the dominant reason for the high impact.
The results for period 2 from Météo France (Figure 19) show the largest impact to be from AMSU-A at
around 25%. However the total contribution to forecast error reduction is larger for the AMVs (around 11% mostly GEO) and IASI in comparison to UKMO and ECMWF, but much smaller for AIRS. The results from
JMA (see appendix E) are harder to compare due the absence of key data types such as hyper-spectral
infrared sounders, but we may observe that there are no significant differences between the NH summer and
winter seasons.
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Mean FSO per Observation

Number of observations

NRL

UKMO

ECMWF

Total FSO (%)

Figure 18: (left) Relative contribution to the total FSO from all observation types for period 1: ECMWF (top), UKMO (middle)
and NRL (bottom). Negative values indicate a positive influence in terms of forecast error reduction from the observations.
Also shown are the mean FSO contributions per observation (middle) as a percentage of the total FSO (EC/UK) or in J/kg
(NRL), and the number of observations (right). Notes: 1) ECMWF ship reports are within SYNOP, 2) LeoGeo winds not
assimilated at NRL until Nov 2010 so not included here.
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Ratio of FSO per observation (%)

Number of observations

MF

Total FSO (%)

Figure 19: FSO results from MF for period 2. (left) Relative contribution to the total FSO from all observation types, the ratio of
FSO per observation expressed as a percentage (middle) and number of observations (right).

2.5.1 Total and mean impact for each AMV satellite and channel combination
Figure 20 shows the breakdown by satellite and channel of the FSO from the assimilated AMV data at
ECMWF, UKMO and NRL with respect to the total AMV FSO. All AMV combinations contribute towards a
reduction in forecast error and the total impacts are closely related to the number of observations assimilated
(see Appendix E) for ECMWF and UKMO. This is perhaps most true in the UKMO system where the mean
impact per observation appears fairly uniform across all satellite/channel combinations. For ECMWF the
largest contribution per observation comes from the geostationary cloudy WV winds (in particular GOES-11
and MTSAT) and the smallest contribution from the Meteosat-7/9 visible winds. The opposite tends to be
true for NRL, with the largest impact per geostationary superob from the visible winds and the smallest from
the WV superobs. The total AMV impacts for NRL also show a low impact from geostationary WV winds.
Significant differences exist between the centres for the polar winds. ECMWF show a relatively small total
impact from the MODIS winds even when the number of winds is taken into account (consistent with earlier
MODIS denial studies). However, for UKMO the MODIS and AVHRR polar winds are responsible for the
largest contributions per observation. The UKMO impact per observation from Aqua is noticeably larger than
from Terra, primarily due to the difference in numbers assimilated (Terra has greater total impact). Note that
AVHRR polar winds are not assimilated at ECMWF but in the UKMO system they show an impact
comparable to MODIS on a per observation basis. For NRL the largest total and per superob contributions
occur for the WV polar winds (in contrast to the situation for the geostationary) and there is less of an impact
from the AVHRR winds compared to UKMO.
MF results for period 2 (see appendix E) generally show the largest total contribution to be from the
geostationary IR channels, followed by the cloudy WV and then the visible channels. The polar wind
contributions are generally small reflecting the lower observation numbers.
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Mean FSO per Observation (%)

NRL

UKMO

ECMWF

Total FSO (%)

Figure 20: As Figure 18, but the relative contribution to the total FSO of AMVs from each satellite/channel combination:
ECMWF (top), UKMO (middle) and NRL (bottom). FSO per observation is the percentage of the total AMV FSO and for NRL this
is the FSO per superob.
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2.5.2 Global maps of mean impact/sensitivity separated by channels/layers
The FSO impacts for different channels can also be plotted by geographical region to enable areas of
significant positive or negative contributions to be identified. As the examples in Figure 21 show most areas
tend to have a small negative-to-neutral FSO indicating a reduction in mean 24 hour forecast error. For
UKMO at high levels (both IR and cloudy and clear WV), in agreement with the bar graphs above, the largest
positive impacts per observation are in the polar regions and tend to be located around the lower latitudes of
the polar coverage. For ECMWF the polar impacts appear more mixed. The UKMO high level IR map does
however show an area of detrimental FSO in the Southern Indian Ocean region covered by Meteosat-7/9 but
the number of AMVs assimilated here is relatively low.
ECMWF

UKMO

Figure 21: Mean FSO per observation for high level IR AMVs: ECMWF (left) and UKMO (right) for period 1. Blue colours denote
a reduction in 24 hour forecast error. For ECMWF, units are 10e-4 J and only boxes with more than 50 winds have been
plotted. Binning interval is 2.5x2.5 degrees latitude/longitude.

The most marked geographical features are seen in the low level plots (Figure 22). A feature common to
both ECMWF (IR and visible) and UKMO (IR) is an area of reduced forecast error over the equatorial
Eastern Pacific ocean, a region primarily covered by GOES-13. Note that GOES visible winds are not
assimilated at UKMO. The maps showing the number of assimilated AMVs at both centres show in absolute
terms how far fewer observations are assimilated at UKMO, primarily due to the temporal restrictions in place
here. For low level IR and visible AMVs at ECMWF there are two areas with positive mean FSO
contributions; between 0-20S in the Eastern Pacific and in the tropical Indian Ocean, covered by GOES13/11 and Meteosat-7 respectively. Past investigations at ECMWF (e.g., Cardinali, 2009) have indicated that
the detrimental FSO in the Eastern Pacific is likely the result of height assignment problems in the marine
inversion regions whilst the Indian Ocean feature has been linked to model biases. Interestingly neither of
these features can be observed in the UKMO plots for low level IR winds nor is the Indian Ocean feature
seen in the plot for the visible winds. There are several areas of beneficial impact in the UKMO plots around
the southern edge of the Meteosat-7 and Meteosat-9 coverage discs and in the NW Pacific covered by
MTSAT-2. Less marked but also still noticeable in the UKMO plots is a plume of negative FSO in the N.
Atlantic (an area of high sensitivity to analysis increments) that could demonstrate positive impact along the
path of tropical cyclones (see also section 2.3).
The JMA FSO map for period 1, plotted for all channels and all levels (Figure 23), also shows a general
reduction in forecast error in most regions (both polar and geostationary) and like UKMO and ECMWF also
shows a strong negative FSO signal in the equatorial Eastern Pacific, but also in the tropical Indian Ocean.
The results for MF during period 2 generally show a strong negative FSO signal in the tropics for both IR and
WV winds at high level (Figure 23). This would appear to almost follow the ITCZ across the Pacific and
Atlantic oceans, but also extends further into the NH for the regions covered by GOES-11 and MTSAT.
However, in the tropical Indian Ocean the high level WV data also shows some positive FSO indicating a
more mixed impact on forecast error. This impact is linked to Meteosat-7 winds as it is not observed with
MTSAT WV winds in the shared overlap region over South-East Asia.
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ECMWF

UKMO

Figure 22: Mean FSO per observation (top) and number of observations assimilated (bottom) for period 1. ECMWF results (left)
are for low level visible winds and UKMO results (right) are for low level IR winds. Blue colours in FSO plots denote a
reduction in 24 hour forecast error. For ECMWF, mean FSO units are 10e-4 J and only boxes with more than 50 winds have
been plotted. Binning interval is 2.5x2.5 degrees latitude/longitude.

dJ_CNV_AMV_GEO_POLAR
15-hour forecast error contribution J/kg

Figure 23: Total FSO for all AMVs for JMA during period 1 (left). Total FSO for all high level WV 6.2 AMVs for MF during period
2 (right). Binning interval is 3x3 degrees latitude/longitude for JMA and 2x2 degrees for MF.
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3. Conclusions
The impact of satellite-derived AMVs has been investigated within the global NWP assimilation systems for
several different centres: ECMWF, Met Office, Météo France, DWD, NRL, JMA and KMA. Two trial seasons
of 6 weeks duration were used for the collaborative study: the 2010 North Atlantic hurricane season (period
1) and the 2010/11 NH winter season (period 2), and the procedure for producing verification was
coordinated so as to enable a valid comparison of results. For both periods each NWP centre performed a
classical data denial experiment where the AMVs were selectively denied to the assimilation system,
enabling a comparison with a reference suite simulating the operational forecast system. This has been the
traditional method of diagnosing the impact of specific observation types in NWP but the study has also
made use of adjoint-based FSO techniques which have recently become available at several centres. These
methods are an efficient way of estimating the impact of each observation towards reducing the 24-hour
forecast error and offer the flexibility to aggregate statistics by satellite, channel, region etc.
Nearly all NWP centres show a fairly significant impact from AMVs on the tropical mean wind analysis in the
upper troposphere. The largest differences in the tropics are seen over two regions in particular: the Eastern
Pacific and the Indian Ocean. The magnitude and direction of the analysed vector difference with and
without AMVs varies quite a lot between different centres, most notable for the first experiment period.
Comparing 200 hPa analyses directly between ECMWF and JMA have shown that the differences in the
tropical wind fields are considerably smaller when AMVs are assimilated compared to the AMV denial case.
The AMVs act to bring the two systems in closer agreement and would suggest that the AMVs provide an
accurate source of wind information in these areas. The large differences in the AMV denial experiments in
the tropics are likely due to differences in the climatology of the forecast models. In the extra-tropics, analysis
differences are seen for DWD, NRL, KMA and UKMO and there is evidence that the AMVs are weakening
the jet winds in the SH region covered by MSG.
Consistent with the analysis differences described above, the largest impact on short-range wind forecasts
(out to T+24) is also seen in the tropics at high level. The variance of the forecast fit to radiosonde winds is
improved when AMVs are added to the assimilation system, with DWD and KMA showing the biggest
differences in model background departures. For DWD, the RMS background fit to radiosondes is reduced
whilst the analysis fit to radiosondes is seen to increase. This increase in analysis RMS however, is
consistent with a reduction of the analysis error against the true state.
Although the largest forecast impacts are seen at high level, some centres (DWD, NRL, KMA) show smaller
improvements at 850 hPa. Examination of time series plots has shown that in isolated cases where the wind
forecasts are poor, the peaks in RMS vector error are often reduced by the presence of AMVs.
The impact of AMVs on 500 hPa geopotential height is generally positive. The biggest reductions in 48-hour
RMS forecast error are seen in the extra-tropics and the polar regions. However, the magnitudes of these
impacts varies quite a lot across the different NWP centres.
The FSO statistics for period 1 further indicate the significant relative importance of the AMVs in the global
observing system context. ECMWF and the Met Office are consistent in showing a FSO contribution of
around 7-8% towards reducing 24-hour forecast error, similar to that of aircraft winds. The Meteo France
FSO statistics for period 2 show a slightly higher AMV contribution of around 11%. The FSO results for NRL
are markedly different from the other NWP centres as the geostationary AMVs provide the largest error
reduction contribution at around 23%. However, NRL shows much lower impacts for AMSU-A, IASI and
AIRS. The AMV statistics separated by satellite and channel show that all combinations have a positive
impact with the magnitude closely related to the number of winds assimilated. On a per observation basis,
the different channels contribute quite differently between the centres. NRL and the Met Office tend to show
more impact from polar winds than ECMWF and Meteo France. For ECMWF at low levels there are two
areas with positive (detrimental) FSO contributions: 0-20S in the East Pacific (covered by GOES-11/13) and
the tropical Indian Ocean (Meteosat-7). The latter has previously been linked to model biases.
It is noticeable that some of the largest forecast impacts are seen from DWD, the only centre in this study to
use a 3D VAR assimilation scheme rather than a 4DVAR. The differences in observing systems also likely
plays a part as there tends to be greater impact from AMVs at centres that use fewer other observation
types. The large impact from AMVs at NRL as observed in the FSO statistics merits further investigation. The
use of superobs and additional geostationary data sets means that AMVs are clearly assimilated differently
at NRL to other centres. An alternative explanation is that the assimilation scheme is able to extract wind
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information more effectively than temperature e.g. suboptimal background errors for other observations but
optimal for wind.
One feature that can be identified from several centres in period 1 is the largely positive impact on Z500
along the paths of tropical cyclones in the N. Atlantic. This is also evident in the Met Office FSO maps for low
level IR winds. However, more detailed analysis to detect and verify the intensity and position of tropical
cyclones would be needed to draw any firm conclusions.
While the AMV impact may be negative for individual centres in certain regions, there are no geographical
regions where the AMVs are performing consistently poorly among several centres. These features are
mainly system-dependent (QC, thinning, assimilation scheme, forecast model, etc), rather than AMVdependent.
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APPENDIX A
Vector difference map at Z200 (or Z250) and mean wind speed difference of analysis
Colour scale for the mean wind speed difference used by each NWP centre:
Vector difference map at Z200 (or Z250) and difference of
norms of mean wind analysis (denial-reference)
DWD
ECMWF
JMA(1)
KMA(1)(2)
MF
UKMO
NRL
(1) difference of the vector norms has been plotted (rather than the mean wind speed difference)
(2) map centred at 180° longitude (0° for the other NWP centres)

Plotting by NWP centre, denial test is No-AMV, period 1 (NH-summer, left), period 2 (NH-winter, right):

DWD

ECMWF
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JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

21

UKMO
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APPENDIX B
Profiles of U and V wind component (or speed) first guess (o-b) and analysis (o-a) departures (bias
and standard deviation (or root mean square), in m/s), solid line for (o-b), dashed line for (o-a),
verified against Sondes for the reference and trial. Statistics separated by NH, TR and SH.

Colour code used by each NWP centre:

DWD
ECMWF
JMA
KMA
MF
UKMO
NRL

Fit to radiosondes of U/V wind components or wind speed
rms/bias wind speed - denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)
stdev/bias U/V - denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)
rms/bias U/V - denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)
stdev/bias U/V - denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)
stdev/bias U/V -denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)
rms/bias U/V - denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)
stdev/bias U/V - denial/ref – (fg/an)=(solid/dash)

Plotting by NWP centre, denial test is No-AMV, statistics on each wind component or on wind speed by
hemisphere part (Northern Hemisphere, Tropics, Southern Hemisphere) except for UKMO (global statistics)
and by period:
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

Speed RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

Speed bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
Table B-1: Models fit to Northern Hemisphere radiosonde winds (wind speed or U/V components), period 1. Level in hPa. Background in solid line, analysis in dashed line. The
reference (with AMV) is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV test. RMS or STD.DEV top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

Speed RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

Speed bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
Table B-2: Models fit to Northern Hemisphere radiosonde winds (wind speed or U/V components), period 2. Level in hPa. Background in solid line, analysis in dashed line. The
reference (with AMV) is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV test. RMS or STD.DEV top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

Speed RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

Speed bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
Table B-3: Models fit to tropical radiosonde winds (wind speed or U/V components), period 1. Level in hPa. Background in solid line, analysis in dashed line. The reference (with AMV)
is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV test. RMS or STD.DEV top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

Speed RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

Speed bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
Table B-4: Models fit to tropical radiosonde winds (wind speed or U/V components), period 2. Level in hPa. Background in solid line, analysis in dashed line. The reference (with AMV)
is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV test. RMS or STD.DEV top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

Speed RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

Speed bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
U/V bias
Table B-5: Models fit to Southern Hemisphere radiosonde winds (wind speed or U/V components), period 1. Level in hPa. Background in solid line, analysis in dashed line. The
reference (with AMV) is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV test. RMS or STD.DEV top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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DWD

ECMWF

JMA

KMA

MF

NRL

Speed RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V RMS

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

U/V STD.DEV

Speed bias

U/V bias

U/V bias

U/V bias

U/V bias

U/V bias
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Table B-6: Models fit to Southern Hemisphere radiosonde winds (wind speed or U/V components), period 2. Level in hPa. Background in solid
line, analysis in dashed line. The reference (with AMV) is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV
test. RMS or STD.DEV top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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UKMO (Period 1)

UKMO (Period 2)

U/V RMS

U/V RMS

U/V bias
U/V bias
Table B-7: UKMO fit to radiosonde winds (U/V components) for periods 1 and 2, for all latitude bands. Level in hPa. Background in solid line, analysis in dashed line. The reference
(with AMV) is drawn in the same colour as the NWP centre name, the other colour is the denial-AMV test. RMS in top panel, bias bottom panel, in m/s.
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APPENDIX C
Map of difference (denial-reference) in T+48 RMS forecast error for 500 hPa Geopotential Height,
verifying each experiment against its own analysis

Colour scale for the difference in RMS used by each NWP centre:
Forecast rms score difference of Z500+48, ctrl own analysis
(denial – reference)
DWD

ECMWF
JMA
KMA(1)
MF
UKMO
NRL
(1) Note opposite colour scale

Plotting by NWP centre, test is No-AMV, period 1 (NH-summer, left), period 2 (NH-winter, right):

DWD

ECMWF
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JMA

KMA (colour scale reversed)

MF

NRL

33

UKMO
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APPENDIX D
Time series plots of mean speed error and rms vector error for the 850 hPa and 200/250 hPa T+24 hr
wind forecasts verified against sondes for the reference and trial.
Statistics separated by NH, TR and SH.
Colour scale used by each NWP centre:
Time series of mean speed and rms vector errors for the 850 and
200 or 250 hPa T+24 wind forecasts, ctrl radiosondes
DWD
Minus mean speed error / rms vector error - denial/ref
ECMWF(1)
mean speed error / rms vector error - denial/ref
JMA
mean and rms speed error - denial/ref
KMA
mean speed error / rms vector error - denial/ref
MF
mean and rms speed error / mean and rms vector error - denial/ref
UKMO
mean speed error / rms vector error – denial/ref
NRL
mean speed error / rms vector error - denial/ref
(1) Note statistics on denial Scatterometer winds during the NH summer and on denial polar winds (MODIS)
during the NH winter are shown in blue. Denial AMV test is in black on the both periods
Plotting by NWP centre, denial test is No-AMV, statistics on each component or on wind speed and on the
both periods (period 1: NH summer, period 2: NH winter), presented by hemisphere part (Northern
Hemisphere, Tropics, Southern Hemisphere) and by level (200 or 250 hPa and 850 hPa):
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DWD - 200 hPa
-MSE / RMSVE

ECMWF (AMV-out) - 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

JMA- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSSE

KMA- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

MF – 250 hPa
MSE-RMSSE / MVE-RMSVE

NRL - 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

UKMO – 250 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

Period 1

Period 2
Table D-1: Time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and RMS vector error (RMSVE) or/and RMS speed error (RMSSE) and mean vector error (MVE), for the 200/250 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts verified against the
Northern Hemisphere radiosondes for the reference and trial. Period 1 top panel, period 2 bottom panel. In m/s.
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DWD – 850hPa
-MSE / RMSVE

ECMWF (AMV-out) – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

JMA – 850hPa
MSE / RMSSE

KMA – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

MF – 850hPa
MSE-RMSSE / MVE-RMSVE

NRL – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

UKMO – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

Period 1

Period 2
Table D-2: Time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and RMS vector error (RMSVE) or/and RMS speed error (RMSSE) and mean vector error (MVE), for the 850 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts verified against the
Northern Hemisphere radiosondes for the reference and trial. Period 1 top panel, period 2 bottom panel. In m/s.
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DWD - 200 hPa
-MSE / RMSVE

ECMWF (AMV-out) - 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

JMA- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSSE

KMA- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

MF – 250 hPa
MSE-RMSSE / MVE-RMSVE

NRL- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

UKMO – 250 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

Period 1

Period 2
Table D-3: Time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and rms vector error (RMSVE) or/and rms speed error (RMSSE) and mean vector error (MVE), for the 200/250 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts verified against the
tropical radiosondes for the reference and trial. Period 1 top panel, period 2 bottom panel. In m/s.
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DWD – 850hPa
-MSE / RMSVE

ECMWF (AMV-out) – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

JMA – 850hPa
MSE / RMSSE

KMA – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

MF – 850hPa
MSE-RMSSE / MVE-RMSVE

NRL – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

UKMO – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

Period 1

Period 2
Table D-4: Time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and RMS vector error (RMSVE) or/and RMS speed error (RMSSE) and mean vector error (MVE), for the 850 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts verified against the
tropical radiosondes for the reference and trial. Period 1 top panel, period 2 bottom panel. In m/s.
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DWD - 200 hPa
-MSE / RMSVE

ECMWF (AMV-out) - 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

JMA- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSSE

KMA- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

MF – 250 hPa
MSE-RMSSE / MVE-RMSVE

NRL- 200 hPa
MSE / RMSSE

UKMO – 250 hPa
MSE / RMSVE

Period 1

Period 2
Table D-5: Time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and rms vector error (RMSVE) or/and rms speed error (RMSSE) and mean vector error (MVE), for the 200/250 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts verified against the
Southern Hemisphere radiosondes for the reference and trial. Period 1 top panel, period 2 bottom panel. In m/s.
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DWD – 850hPa
-MSE / RMSVE

ECMWF (AMV-out) – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

JMA – 850hPa
MSE / RMSSE

KMA – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

MF – 850hPa
MSE-RMSSE / MVE-RMSVE

NRL – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

UKMO – 850hPa
MSE / RMSVE

Period 1

Period 2
Table D-6: Time series plots of mean speed error (MSE) and RMS vector error (RMSVE) or/and RMS speed error (RMSSE) and mean vector error (MVE), for the 850 hPa T+24 hr wind forecasts verified against the
Southern Hemisphere radiosondes for the reference and trial. Period 1 top panel, period 2 bottom panel. In m/s.
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APPENDIX E
Relative impact of individual observations using the adjoint-based Forecast Sensitivity to
Observations (FSO) method.
Bar plots: only those not shown in main report

ECMWF

UKMO

NRL
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MF, period 2

JMA, period 1 (SM) and period 2 (WN).
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FSO map plots
ECMWF – period 1. Mean FSO per observation (left) and number (right). FSO units 10e-4 J.

IR

WV6

WV7

VIS
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UKMO – period 1. Mean FSO per observation (left) and number (right). FSO units 10e-4 J/kg.

IR

WV

VIS
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MF – period 2. Total FSO (left) and number (right). FSO units J/kg.

IR

WV 6.2 / 7.3

VIS
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JMA – period 1. Total FSO J/kg.
All GEO

All Polar
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